Math109/Music109M Questionnaire
Name_______________________________________________
ID______________________________

1. Which of these most completely describes your background in music:
__ Fluent with musical notation; proficient with an instrument or voice or in
composing/arranging.
__ Familiar with musical notation; some experience playing an instrument,
singing, or composing/arranging.
__ Fairly familiar with musical notation; some experience playing an instrument
or singing.
__ Slightly familiar with musical notation.
Further comment:

2. Which of these most completely describes your background in mathematics:
__ Knowledge of standard material through differential and integral calculus, and
possibly more advanced subjects.
__ Knowledge of standard material up through differential calculus.
__ Solid background in high school algebra, trigonometry, functions and graphs;
prepared to take calculus.
__ High school math somewhat tentative; would need to take a pre-calculus course
before taking calculus.
Further comment:

3. Which of these best describes your artistic/analytic balance:
__ More artistic than analytic.
__ More analytic than artistic.
__ About equally inclined toward the artistic and analytic.
Further comment:

4. Which of these best describes your experience with computers:
__ High level of experience, including proficiency with some sophisticated programs
(examples: PowerPoint, Excel, Finale, Mathematica) possibly involving
interaction of the computer with external hardware other than printers, modems
and hard drives; possible programming experience.
__ Moderate level of experience, involving experience with at least one sophisticated
program (as described above).
__ Have used the computer for basic functions such as internet, e-mail, and word
processing.
__ Very little or no experience.
Further comment:

5. What attracted you to sign up for Math 109/Music 109M? Indicate any math/music
topics that are of special interest to you.

6. Would you be interested in joining the class in attending some musical
concerts/performances during the semester? If so, would you be able to arrange
for your transportation? (These performances would not be required.)

